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3. National Research Coordinator's Comments (English)
________________________________________________________

 00:00:16 Bow: Regardless of what subject or period, Japanese lessons typically begin with,
"Please teach us," and end with, "Thank you very much." The greeting at the beginning
of the class is to express a tacit understanding that the students will be seriously
engaged in the lesson from that moment on.

 00:00:25 Team teacher: In Japan, team teaching (TT) is often done in math classes, but like this
lesson, some science classes are conducted by several teachers working together. In
science, especially during experiments, team teaching is thought to be productive for
students to receive individual attention. The team teaching method was started in recent
years and has been popularized because of the increased attention and instruction that
students receive with it.

 00:00:30 Introduction to the first topic of the day: The lesson is continuing with the previous
lesson's content that introduced today's topic. The first topic is, "Will any object
generate heat if you run an electric current through it?" To further clarify the subject,
the students are asked to vote yes/no on three materials—enamel wire, miso soup, and
lead (of a mechanical pencil)—and come up with their own predictions on each. This
method is applied in hopes of motivating and engaging the students in resolving this
issue. Students are familiar with enamel wires conducting heat from elementary school
when they were used for lessons on resistance, but few students predicted for miso soup
(something that they see everyday) to generate heat, and ended up with an unexpected
result. This helped to further develop students' interests.

 00:03:20 Presentation of reasons for their prediction: The students are presenting the reasons
behind their predictions (from their past experiences).

 00:04:20 Teacher demonstration: Since the instrument that measures heat is small and hard to see,
it is enlarged on a television screen with the help of the team teacher. The students do
not appear nervous and are paying careful attention to the experiment and its results.
Each result is explained and confirmed in detail, and the students appear to comprehend
them.

 00:11:50 Summary of the results: The teacher is explaining how heat is generated from electric
currents. The content is part review and part confirmation of the previous lesson.

 00:12:45 Introduction of today's main topic: From what students observed in the introductory
demonstration of heat generation by electric currents, the teacher proceeds to clarify
today's main topic of identifying the relationship between heat energy, electric current,
and voltage.

 00:13:40 Explanation of the method of experimenting: Using the overhead projector and the
handout, the teacher explains the tools, procedures, methods for recording the data, and
disposal. The explanation lasts for more than five minutes with the instructor giving
detailed instructions at a fast pace, and despite her repeating the steps twice, there is a
chance that students may not have fully comprehended everything.

 00:19:10 Group experiment: This experiment requires students to follow instructions on the
handout and proceed in small groups of about four. It is planned out so that each group
will deal with different elements and come up with different data to save time. In
addition, the experiment is timed so that all groups begin and end at the same time to
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make sure everyone is on schedule. However, there is a problem in that the mistake of
some groups in setting up is revealed after the start of the experiment. It may have been
better for the groups to work on their own without being rushed for time. Because there
are two instructors, groups receive more individual attention; the teachers are able to
identify those students that could not tell the difference between an ammeter and a
voltmeter, and can understand the problems better. They are also able to assist those
students who did not clearly grasp the procedures during the explanation at the
beginning of the lesson.

 00:46:20 Summary of the experiment results: Each group's results are summarized into one graph
by stacking the transparency sheets together and projecting them on the overhead. The
visual aid of the data helps to clearly reveal that there is a "proportional relationship."
Perhaps because they were short on time, the time spent on this summary appeared to be
very short. To establish clear understanding, the summary should be done in more
detail.

 00:48:20 Presentation of the exercise: After revealing that heat energy is directly proportional to
the product of electric current and voltage, the teacher asked about heat energy that is
generated by the resistance in a series circuit and a parallel circuit. There was not
enough time to think about this question, and it is believed that many students found it
too difficult to comprehend, but it was a good introduction to the next lesson. Overall
comment: The content of the lesson follows general instruction methods, and it is a
standard subject matter (which all students should learn). It is typical of many of the
Japanese science lessons, but it applies creative methods of teaching. Although there
were many creative methods for instruction, the development of the lesson was quite
complicated?from a demonstration, to an explanation of detailed experiment
procedures, to group experimenting, to summary of results, to an introduction to an
applied problem?and as a result, there was not enough time. The conversations between
the teacher and the students and the overall environment of the classroom appeared to
be good.
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